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INTRODUCTl:ON
A stable direct current transistor amplifier is difficult
to design f'or use at elevated temperatures.

The above is true

since transistor parameters and.bias conditions are a££ected
by temperature.

'b1hen transistors are incorporated in direct

coupled amplifier circuits, these variations in parameters and
bias conditions_ usually.result in unstable operation.

It is

the purpose of this thesis to .investigate.this problem and to
design a stable direct current. transistor amplifi·er which will
. operate satisfactorily at e.leva.ted temperatures.
This problem is of" importance as such direct:current
amplifier circuits are found in airborne or missile· servo
systems.

In such systems the weight and bulk of' vacuum tubes,

the power consumption, and the heat dissipation ·pr.oblsms have
f'octised attention. upon the transistor.

Un£.ortunatoly,such

circuitry is subjected to extremOSi"Ot.... operating temperature,
thus prohibiting the use of" transistorized circu1ts·unless
heavy air conditioning. equipment is used.

If means ·of': stabiliz

ing the.transistor direct current amplifier could·be·1'ound 1
then· transistors could be .used to solve a criticar> ·ii'e'f·ense
problem.
This problem was first encountered when the'author was
employed during .the. summer of 1956 at the Emerson El·ectric
Manufacturing Company of St• Louis, Missouri. · Dur1ng''this
period a temperature study . of' R-C coupled transi·stor amplif"iers
was. made, but when.the .author.first.attempted to test'a direct
coupled design at high temperature the problem became evident•

��
-�.,

as the transistors proceeded to .destroy themselves in a therm.al
runaway.

The.Emerson Electric Manufacturing .Company., being

interested.in .transistor direct . coupled amplifiers, .. agreed to
provide the compone.rits.f'or subsequent investigations to be
conducted.

as. a thesis.problem.at .the.University of"

School .. of'._ Mines and Metallurgy.

Missouri,

Therefore, because of' this

experience o'f" unstable circui..t action. at. high. temperatures t
the author.. became.. interested in this ·problem.

. . .. .

.

. ��:. . ·:

The :following review.of' literature and discussion 0£ the
design. of' a stable . transistor.. direct .current ampli·f'ier is
written under .the.assumption that. the . reader.is :r·am'ili.ar with
basic transistor concepts . of'. operation and witb the t;ermin
ology genera1ly. used. in this f'ield.

Only. tbeoret·1cal" concepts

dealing.with.the effects of temperature on the transistor and
its assoc1.ated circuitry will bo .included.

Noise', power supply

stability, and any other such variables are. consiae·r·ed to be
:irrelevant in. this study. of transistor circuits

and

t·�mperature.

The thesis consists of.a review 0£ literatur��f'oaturing
three· topics. which. are: ( 1) transistors and temp'e·rature ( 2)
stabi1ization _techniques, : and ()) direct current·, t·ransistor
amplif'ier designs •....This ... is. followed by .. a descr.1pt1:on· and
analysis of a direct.-.current transistor .a.mplif'ier··t bas·ed upon
the findings in the literature review •. The .. r esults .of' temperature tests are included £or this.design_to substantiate
the use o� the included. ideas�

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
TRANSISTORS AND TEMPERATURE
The use of direct current transist_or amplif"iers at the
present time is :impe-ded by_. the_ considerable drift in the out
put current.

This e.£1'ect in direct current transistor ampli

fiers is caused primarily by.. changes,.0£ temperature of the

transistors since most of the .parameters of' transistors vary
with temperature. 1 The behavior 0£ the transistor with.respect
1. Shea, R •. F., Principles of" Transistor Circuits, Chapters 3
arid B, May, 19.54.
to temperature is most adversely. a:f£ected by _changes. in the
direct current·_ input. conduc.tance�. and the saturation .current·.)
2. Lin, H. c •. and __ Barco, .. A. A., Temperature effects in Circuits
using Junction transistors, Transistors_:r, RCA�-PP• .369-402,
March, _ 1956.

). Webstor, w •. M., Saturation .. Current in Alloy_ Junctions, Proc.
l:.R.E., Vol. 32, _PP• . 2??-280 p March, 1955 ...

These. two. causes

4

..... ,:., _.

may. e£.f'ect. _perf'ormance .by shi£ting the. direct

current operatingpoint,.that.is, the bias.

The __ fo11owing

4. Stanton, J. w., Transistorized D.c • . Amplifiers, General
Electri.c Publication, February, 1956.
discussion of' the transistor and temperature is directed toward

the problems of direct current stability.
Consider the basic direct current ciircutt of a transistor
stag� __ in, Figur_e 1.

Ra. is the externa1 base circuit resistance,

.RE is the. external emitter circuit resistance and.
external collector. circuit resistance.

Re

is the

Base to emitter bias

4

is :furnished by·E1, and ccllectcr potential is supplied by E20

The valuo of E1, is chosen so as to cause a desired co1lector
current r0 to flow at room temperature. Figure 2 illustrates

the variation of di.i·ect current.collector current in the basic
5
c1rcuit as_the tetriper�ture is varied(�= o,_ Rs = O).

5. Arrnstrong,.L. D., Behavior of' Germanium.Junction Transis

tors at Elevat�d Teniperatures and Power Transistor Design,
Proc. :r.R.E'�, Vol. 42 9 P• .527, March 19.54.
.

--:·

...�

The. variation c£ collector current witb-:·tempera.ture f'or
this circuit has been found to be caused by·two effectsi (1)
the d�rect current input conductance which a:�ts throughout the
entire temperature ra.nge,.and (2) the snturation·current which
is substantial at l:li�er.tempera.tures.
The.variation of' the.direct current.input.conductance of'

· the junction transistor· with temperature�,?.· cs.uses a shift in
6$ Shockley, w., Sparks, M.,·and Teal, G. K., p-n Junction
Transistors, Phys. Rev., Vol. 83, p·. t'Sl,'July 1951.
· '?o Gia_col�tto, L� J., Power Transistors :Cor Audio Output
Circui�s, Electronics, Vo1. 2'7, P.• 144, . J��uary 1954.
bias as illustrated by Figure ) , which i·s a �lot of.� transis
tor transfer characteristic.

The eff'��t;� of' inCf-t,asin� tompera

ture is to �hift the characteristics to,.tbe·left.

Thi� is

equival�nt to shifting the .bias scale to the· right and t)Jt\
shift oC VBE (voltage base to emitter) may··bo measured in tf)rms
o:f bias volts.per degree centigrade. ·The .ra:te of shi:ft is a
function of the energy gap of the.sem1conduetor,material, and
may be determined :from.the theory.shown·in;Appendi: I.

Figure 48

5
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Figure 1. { ·-c circuit of a transistor stage
using� pnp transistor.
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a. Nelson, H.t A Silicon n-p-n Junction Transistor by the
Alloy Process, Transistors I, RCA, PP• .172-181, March 1956.
shows the base emitter bias for constant emitter current as
a £unction of temperature for a germanium and a silicon transistor.

It will be rioted that silicon has a slightly higher

rate of' shif't as it possesses a higher.energy gap than ger
manium (Si_= 1.1 e.�. and Ge = 0.7 e.v.};"�
The shifting off'ect is similar to contact potential ef'f'ects
in vacuum tubes.

This has led to the use: of se_lf bias resis-

tors in the cathode circuit.

The use of."· a,·resistor (RE) in the

emitter circuit 0£ a transistor will be beneficial in maintaining constant col1ector current.
The "saturation current" (also referred to in the litera
ture as the "collector back current") is designated by the
symbol Ico . (which is the collector current for the emitter
..
current (IE) equal to zero). The total collector current is

g�ven by_•. Ic =o<:rE + I • ·This second temperature .effect does
·CO
not exist alone at high_temperatures; so in the.process of
examining the saturation current we must- allow tbe.v8E_to vary
f'ree1y ·in addition to supplying .no ·emitter'' current so that
Ic

=

I 00•

Under theso conditions the col'lector current ·which

flows is the thermally generated "saturation current" from the
base region of' the transistor.

Tho amount .. of'. "saturation

current n is dependent upon the materials used and .. the shape of'
the transistor junction.9, 10 This eff'ect is shown in Figures 5
9. Shockley� op. cit., P• 4.

'lo. Webster, op. cit., P• 3•
11
12
and 6 for transistors 0£ germanium and silicon
respectively.
11. Shea, op. cit., P• 3•

12. Adcock, w. A., Jones, M. E., Thornhill, J. w., and Jackson,
E. D., A Silicon Transistor, Proc. I.R.E., Vol.. 42, P• 1192t
J�1y 19.54.

The. e£1'ect is in1"1uenced by .. the energy gap·_ of" the. semiconductor
employed, higher energy.gap.materials giving reduced current.13
13. Johnson,. E. R., and Christian, s. M. �· Some Properties of'
Germanium-Silicon Alloys, Phys·. Rev., Vol. 95, P• .560 9
Ju1y 19.54.
Lin and Barco cite the fo11owing examplo.

If" a germanium

transistor has a saturation current o� one milliampere at 100
degrees centigrade t a comparable silicon transistor should have
the same current at roughly (100 + .21)) 1.1/0.7 - 273 = 312

degrees centigrade.

From Figures Sand 6 the slope of the

curves indicate that . the . rate of' change. 0£ saturation current
with respect to the temperature in degrees centigrade above
60 degrees centigrade.,.is 18 x· 10-3 ampere per .degree . centigrade
f'or germanium.and is 1a·x 10-8 ampere per degree centigrade f'or
silicon.

Therefore,· the value of' the saturation current 0£

silicon transistors is about f'ive orders'' of magnitude less than
that for germanium transistors at temperatures above 60 degrees
centigrade.

For high temperaturo stability the silicon tran

sistor is desirable in view of reduc�d saturation current
generated thermally.
The effect of increased saturation current is pronounced
in circuits where

Ra

is not zero.

In such cases, the increase

:11
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Figure 5. Saturation current Ico versus temperature
for a germanium junction transistor.
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Figure 6. Variation of !co with temperature for grown
junction silicon transistors (three samples).

13

in saturation currerit is ampli:fied by the transistor·producing::;£urther increase in collector current.

This is analgous

to vacuum tube circuits where the drawing of grid current
�hrough a high resistance direct current.. return path will
modify the bias 0£ the grid and a:ff"ect tube or circuit operation.
The direct current input .. condu'·ctance and the saturation
current are not . the only parame�ors· - which are a££ected by
temperature.

.Figures 'i and 8 illustrate the variation of

. . .

-

respectively where.re, rb and re are· resistances used in.the
four terminal T network .representation of' the transistor·- and
..

. ·:··

.

:

=.

o<. i.s · the

.

current ampli:fication-:fc1ctor ( def"ined as: · J . ·
'·
.. :.
- ·
·
·
Several texts use(:. this nomenclature. 14 Tate 15

14.· Shea, R. F., Principles o:f Transistor Circuits, Book,
May 19.54
. . .-' . , , . .
. Lo, Transistor Electronics·, .Book• 1955.
15. Tate, H. J., Temperature Stabilized Transistor Ampli:fiers,
Electronics, .Vol. 27, PP• 14� -- 148, 1954.
indicates that a consideration o'£the temperature dependence of
r 0 is necessary to correctly stabilize transistor amplifiers.
The importance o:f the change of re is minor when compared t�
effects 0£ saturation current and direct current input conductance as is shown in Tate's calculations.

Figure i and 8 also

indicate that the current amplif"ication factor�is approximately
independent of temperatureo
Therefore, in this discussion of the temperature dependence of" transistor parameters, only I 00 the saturated current

14
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Figure ?a. Variation of transistor equivalent circuit
parameters versus temperature for germanium
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and the chance in V

JB

' as related to the direct current input

BE
conductance, will b• considered of consequence in d•signing

dir•ct current transistor amplifier circuits which are to b•
bias stabilized.
The th•ory for the temperature dependence of semiconductor parameters is ably presented by Conwell in a discussion
0£ the •Properties of silicon an4 genaanium•] 6
16. Conwell, E. M., Properties of Silicon and Germanium, Proc.
I.R.E., Vol. 4o, PP• 1327-1:,:,7, November 1952.
STABILIZATION TECHNIQUES
In view of the preceding discussion of the temperature
dependence of transistor parameters, methods must be considered which will overcome this physical property when th• transistor is used as a circuit element.

Such methods will be

referred to as stabilization techniques.

Three categories

of techniques will be discussed: (1) Stabili&inc isolated
direct current amplifier stages; (21 Use of compensation
eleaenta that are temperature sensitive; (3) Special transistor
circuit arrancement••
The atabili&ation of electrode bias in isolated direct
11,18,19
current amplifier staces is discussed in the current texts.
17. Shea, op. cit., P• 3.
18. Lo, A.

1955.

w.,

Transistor Electronics, Chapters 4 and 5, Book,

19. Lin and Barco, ep. cit., P•

3•

The followinc is an integration oC the textbook presentations.
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Yixed bias operation of the transistor is shown in Yic-

ure 9. The choice of the operating point is made by consider
ation of the macnitude of input sicnal.

The larcest signal should

not drive the collector Yeltace or current to zero, or into a
region of nonlinearityo

In Figure 9 (b) the load line has a

slope of RL and intersects the voltace axis at the supply

Yoltace E1•

The point of operation on the load line is deter

mined by the base current flowinc.

In Ficure 9 (a) the value

of tbia base current is found froms
rB

s

E l - VB
E

Ra

where 18 is the desired base current, E1 is the collector supply
voltage and v8E is the voltace appearing between the base and
the eaitter. Voltase v8E is about .1 volts for germanium and
.5 volts for silicon at room temperature.

'Ibis is.·small co•-

pared to E1 ao that the base current is mainly dependent on
quantities external to the transistor. This is fixed base
current bias.

The disadvantage of the method is that the

operating point and gain will vary from transistor to transistor.

Lin and Barco 20 state that this mode of operation is not

20. Lin and Barco, op. cit., P•

)•

stable for a wide ranee of operatinc temperatures in that the
saturation current in the base r•cion will be amplified at
high temperatures.

If tbe initial base bias current is in-

creased, the effeets of the saturation current will be delayed until hicher temperatures.

For these reasens, it is eYident

that a method which compensates for temperature and change of
transistor is needed to stabili&e, ·electrode bias and cain.
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succests such a systea ot selt bias.

Lo I op•

,._
0-1
Figure 10 shows

cit • , p • 13 •

the circuit where the bias re•istor is connected directly
between the base and the collector, ratker than the collector
supply.

A decree of direct current deceneration is thus

introduced.

If, because of variation in transistor character-

istics, the collector voltace tends to be low, the base bias
current will be reduced, tending to restore the desired bias
condit�on.

Tbe effectiveness of the system is stabilising

the �uiescent point depends on the direct current gain.

The

chance in output voltace for a civen chance in base current
will be hich if the load resistance in tbe collector circuit
is large.

The cain of the overall circuit is reduced as a

result of the deceneration.

This arrancement also will tend

to resist temperature variations t• so•• deer••, therefore,
thi• ia a step in the right direction.
The eelf bias method prevides bias and stabilization.
Since the feedback resistor is tbe only variable in the
circuit of Yicure 10, separate control of bias and stabiliaati•n is not possible.

A modification is shown in Ficure 11,

where separate control is achieved by ·the additien of a fixed
bias current path to the base.

The added fixed bias is in

such a direction as to r•duce the macnitude of base current.
Thus, atabilis�ng bias current from the collector may be
increased.

This arrancement is flexible in that it will allow

use of unmatched transistors by making either RF or R variable.
A
Since increased decenerative bias is pes•ibl•, stability may
be increased.

22

Ic

!

Figure 10. Circuit providing self bias.
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RF
�vV\fv---------------...,___;

Figure 11. Circuit for providing separate control
of bias and stabilization.

.--,. ....'l: .
,....
,.-

All of the texts used as reference have indicated that
current feedback in the stage increases high tempera�ure
Such a circuit is that of Figure 12.

stability.

Stabiliza

tion may be provided by supplying a base bias current which
varies in accordance with the values of the collector current
and in the proper direction to reduce the variation in collector current.

This amounts to necative current feedback and 1•

previded by cennecting the resistance� in series with the
emitter circuit.

The voltage drop across RE is proportional
te the collector current. This voltage tends to apply reverse

bias in the base emitter loop stabilizing the stage.

The

resistance�� applies forward bias to the base. Varying RF
22
and RA will contro l the operating point.
The resistance of
22. Lo, op. cit., p. 13•
the series combination of RA and Ry should be reduced for high
stabilization. The stabilizlnc ettect of RB.also.causes a

reduction in gain, the value of whieb may be determined bys

Kv -

O("(.

Krause 23 states that

b __R___.L__
Re+ «tbR E.

a. lowers cain but improves stability of

2). Krause, c. A., Gain Stabilized Transistor Amplifiers,
Electronic•• Vol. 2?, PP• 18)-185, 1954.
cain and the levels of input impedance.

This method of

stabilisation has many merits.
The aelf bias functions of voltage and current feedback

25

Figure 12. Current feedback stabilization.

are eombined in the circuit ef �icure 13.

Note that the

number of circuit elements are not increased.

The purpose of

the emitter resistance is to provide reverse bias so that
voltage feedback may be increased.

The reaistor R

E

allows

removal of the base bias battery from the circuit, see
Pigure 11.

In tests this method of bias gives good results

at high temperatures.
None of the above biasing arrangements are able to
eli..inate all of the effects of higher temperatures in tbe
24
individual stages.
A mathematical treatment of the
24. Lin and Barco, op. cit., P•

3 •

stability of the above single stage cases will be found in
Append.ix II.
Censider other stability methods which compensate for,
rather than attempt to control the temperature effects.

Two

types of compensation ideas have been neted in the current
literature which are: (1) Temperature compensation with non
linear resistance and (2) Temperature compensation by usinc
temperature sensitive current generators.
The temperature compensation of direct current transistor amplifiers can be simplified and �mproved if one 0£ the
circuit components of the amplifier (usually a resistor) is
replaced by a temperature sensitive element such as Junction

·

diode, thermistor or ceramic resistor deYices.

25

Since

25. KeonJian, E., Temperature Compensated DC Transistor
Amplifier, Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 42, PP• 661-6;1, April 1954
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Figure 1). Combination or voltage and current
feedback self bias circuit.
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temperature affects almost all the parameters of transistors,
as well as resistors employed in the circuit, it would be
difficult to calculate the characteristic of the temperature
sensitive element needed.

Therefore, an experimental process

may be used, such that when the amplifier is subjected to
change in temperature, the output current (or another parameter which needs stabilizing) will be maintained at a
constant Yalu• by varying one of the resistances in the circuit.

Plotting the value of this variable resistance versus

temperature will provide the needed characteristic.

A suit-

able element or elements should not only have the required
temperature characteristics but also the same thermal time
conatant as the transistor used.
Consider some elements that may be used in this proposed
method.

Among these elements area (1) Ceramic resistors, (2)

Thermistors, and()) Gennanium and silicon diodes.
Ceramic resistors are made of compositions with marked
negative temperature coefficients (1.0 to 2.0 per cent degree
centigrade at 25 degrees centigrade).

These resistors empiri-

cally are related to temperature by the following relation
found in reference twenty fivea
R = R0

(1/T - .03356)
e\B

where R is the resistance at temperature T given in degrees
Kelvin, Bis a constant and R0 is the resistance at 25 degrees
4entigrade.

These resistors are available under the trade

Thermistor is a term applied to resistors which haYe
negative temperature coefficients.

Thermistors are composed

29

of a sintered combination of ceramic materials and metallic
oxides.

The negative coefficient of temperature is of the

order of 2.5 per cent per degree centigrade at 20 degrees
centigrade.

A complete analysis of thermistor is given by
2
Becker, Green, and Pearson. 26 In addition, Vallese 7 in a
26. Becker, A., Green, c. a., and Pearson, G. L., Prop
erties and Uses of Thermistors. A.I.E.E. Transactions,
Vol. 65, PP• 711-?25, 1946.
2?. Vallese, L. M., Temperature Stabilization of Transistor
Amplifiers, Connunications and Electronics (A.I.E.E.),
Number 26, September 1956.
recent article mathematically and experimentally finds that
thermietors can sucessfully stabilize transistor circuits.
Junction diodes of genDanium·and silicon if properly
biased so that negative potential is applied to the anode and
positive potential to the cathode, will have a back resistance
that will depend on temperature of the diode and also will
vary with applied voltage.

Excellent temperature sensitivity

is reflected in the temperature coefficient of 5% per ·degree
centigrade at 25 degrees centigrade fer germanium and a co

efficient of 1% per degree centigrade at 25 degrees centigrade
for silicon.

J'igure 14 shows a representative family of

characteristics of diode resistance versus applied voltage
measured at three temperatures.

These curves illustrate the

possibilities offered by a diode as a compensating element.
Despite the fact that the above temperature sensitive
devices offer a variety of responses, it is impossible to
select a particular one which would completely compensate for
temperature effects in an amplifier.

For practical applioa-

30

tion, the sensitive element must be used in conjunction with
•shaping" networks of series and parallel resistances to
obtain preper compensation.

A sample circuit, which uses the

above ideas, is shown in Figure 15.

The diodes are superier

to the other nonlinear resistances in that their thermal time
constants are similar to those of the transistors.
Lo

29

Shea,

28

and Lin and Barco30 agree that diode compensation will

28. Shea, op. cit., P•

29. Lo, op. cit., P•

3•
1 3•

30. Lin and Barco, op. cit., P•

3•

result in improving circuit stability.

Each of these authors

presents material illustrating this concept of stabilization.
The second major type of compensation has been described
as consisting of temperature sensitive current generators.
Stanton3

1

in a paper at the AIEE-IRE circuits eonference of

31. Stanton, op. cit., P•

3•

February, 1956, describes this approach.

The basic premise

is contained in the quotation, "It is possible to use feedback in individual stages to reduce the effect of parameter
variations, and then to couple two stages so that the parameter variations in one stage will modify the feedback in
the other stage in a manner that will cancel the effect of'
parameter variations."

To accomplish this end, a current

generator is used to compensate for the effects of the saturation current I 00 •

The compensating current generator is a

transistor which will generate a current which has the same

31
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Figure 16 presents a schematic of this novel method of

temperature compensation.

The favorable data contained in the

report was limited to temperatures of 60 degrees centigrade.
According to the characteristics of t·ransistor saturation
current, little effects are noticed until the temperature has
exceeded 60 degrees centigrade.

In the opinion of the review-

er, results above 60 degrees centigrade would be revealing as
to the merit of this method.
One other form of stabilizing method will be preaented.
This is an examination of the property of a differential amplitier that it rejects common mode signals.

Figure 1? illustrates

a representative symmetrical differential amplifier.

This

circuit amplifies the difference between applied signals,
because both input terminals have a high impedance.32 Slaughter))
)2. Valley, G. E. and Wallman, H.
, Vacuum Tube Ampli:fiers,
Radiation Laboratory Series, PP• 44?-450 1 1948.
) ).

Slaughter, D. w., Feedback Stabilized Transistor Amplifier,
Electronics, Vol. 28, PP• 1?4-175. 1955.

4
and Lyon, et. ai.3 have recently published independent analysis
)4. Lyons, Jeness, Hassan, and Wang, Temperature Stabilization
of D.c. Transistor Amplifiers using Di:fferential Staces,
Northwestern Univ., 195,.
of this type of transistor circuit.
A transistor differential amplifier employed in the first
stage o:f a :feedback amplifier provides a conYenient terminal
:for feedback which does not lead the feedback network.

The

TR.3

Figure 16. Diagram or transistorizedd-c amplifier using TR .3 aa a
compensation current generato�.

expression for stage gain is:

- -e--

-

0

E-e, -r Jtea. -t-("-..tr, t- Rt,) (1- ct.,) T .11.--I,.� 1- R'il

,

>>/te. ;

( ,_ CX:i)]

RE
R1--Jl'\.l,..) � R\.. <<.l\.c.
This expression shows that the output voltage is proportional
to the difference between the input signals.

An output will

3
also exist with no signals if the transistors are not matched. 5
3 5. Slaughter, op. cit., P•

33.

Variations in base to emitter bias and collector cutoff
current cause drift in single ended stages.

However, when a

differential circuit is employed in the first staee, equal
variations in the parameters of both transistor• are not

amplified because of the rejection 0£ common mode signals.)6
36. Lyons, op. cit., P•

33•

For maximum reduction of direct current drift, matched transistors must be selected.

Slaughter presents two feedback

amplifier designs and includes a table et results of amplifier
drift.

This table is included as Table

x.

A claim made in

the text of the article states that amplifier zero does net
offset more than a few millivolts over a period of hours or
weeks.

Lyon, et. al. states that no simple expression has been

obtained to show that direct current levels are a specific
function of temperature.

Both articles agree that a reductien

of the direct current drift results from using transistorised

37
Table I. Comparison of feedback amplifier drift.

Direct
Input stage
Germanium differential
amplifier
Single ended silicon
amplifier

current
drift
200 ° F.

10 to 25
mv.
25 mv.

120 mv.

Differential silicon
amplifier
Pair

l

2

3
4
5

mv.
3----�

10 mv.

2 mv.

l mv.
8 m •

l mv.

3 mv.

��

.....

...1 mv •
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differential amplifiers, thus making this an unusual stabilising deYice.
Literature on the vacuum tube differential amplifiers is
31
more readily obtained.
Probing into the vacuum tube circuit
37. Valley and Wallman, opo cit., P•

33·

and theory reveals other interesting properties of symmetrical
differential amplifi•rs.

The voltace gain (using the ratio

of either input voltage to the difference between plate voltages) is found to be equal to the gain ef one tube.

A tran-

sistori&ed differential amplifier stage such as shown in
Figure 17, therefore, would have a voltage gain of that of one
transistor, using the common emitter connection.

The output

voltage of a differential amplifier is nearly push-pull

ven

if the input voltage is applied t·o only one input terminal.
This effect comes about by virtue of the emitter coupling.
The emitters undergo excursions·about half as creat as those
of the moving baa•, thus furnishing an input Yoltage to the
emitter of the transistor with fixed base and simulating a
true push-pull input.

An

important result is improved linear-

ity over a large range of output voltages.

Yicure 18 illustrates

the linearity obtained as well as the balanced output voltage
obtained with a single input voltac••

Differential amplifier

stages are widely used in direct coupled amplifiers.
A brief description of direct' current transistorised
amplifiers described in the literature will form the final por
tion of this review.

In Pigures 15 and 16 we haYe previously

indicated transistor direct current amplifier circuits which

collector 1

)

collector 2

( negative values)
0
( positive values)
Input voltage at input 2
:ure 18. Output voltage versus input voltage at one input
terminal for a differential amplifier stage.

have temperature compensation in two different forms.
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Few designs of direct current transistor amplifiers are
currently available in the literature.

Three types which

will be cited are: (1) Overall negative feedback amplifiers
(2) Differential feedback amplifiers, and (3) A chopper
stabilized amplifier.
Greatbatch and Hirtreiter

)8

present a simple negatiYe

)8. Greatbatch and Hirtreiter, Temperature Stabilized Feed
back Amplifier, Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 43, P• 19?4,
December 1955.
feedback amplifier which is shown in Figure 19.

Stage one is

a common emitter stage and stage two is a common collector
stage.

The phase shift of the signal frem the base of the

first stage to the emitter of the second stage is 180 degrees.
Therefore, feedback through the R, L, C network is negative.
The percentage of feedback is high at direct current due to
low direct current resistance of L and stabilizes the operating point.

'111• gain of the amplifier at the resonant frequency

of the LC combination is then set by the value of the shunt
resistance R.

For closed loop gains of 10 or less, sufficient

direct current feedback is provided by the resistor alone and
the L and

c may be omitted.

With germanium transistors in

the circuit, closed loop eain oan be maint ined with!� up
to approximately 100 d grees centicrade.

Also, with silicon

transistors the closed loop gain has been maintained within
t 21, to 135 degrees centigrade.
from the cited reference.

The above figures are quoted

41

Another article by·S�orm39 discusses negative feedback
39 .

Storm, J. Y., u.c. Stabilization of Direct Coupled
Transistors, Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company,
19.5i.

direct coupled amplifiers.

Figure 20 shows the basic schematic

which is somewhat similar to Figure 19.

Sterm indicates that

the amplifier is operative fr�m (-65 degrees centigrade to
+125 decrees centigrade).

Also that the transistors used may

have current gain variations of nearly three to one without
affecting bias conditions.

An extensive mathematical analysis

is provided using equivalent circuits to prove these statements.
Reference to differential transistor amplifier stages have
been made and Table I indicates the results of the use of these
stages in direct coupled feedback amplifiers.
40

by Slaughter

From an article

we obtain the schematic shown in Figure 21.

4o. Slaughter, op. eit., P•

33•

The results of using this circuit are given in the last portion
0£ Table I.

By employing a differential circuit in the second

stage as well as the first stage, an increase in common mode
rejection and a decrease in drift is obtained.

The closed loop

gain of the circuit is ten and the response is flat to 10 kilocycles.
The most elaborate direct coupled transistor �mplifier with
compensation for dri£t uses a modulation-amplification-demodulation feedback circuit.

These circuits are generally
referred to as chopper stabilized. Blecber41 of Bell Telephone

- 42

r
L

Figure 19. Negative feedback amplifier.

Zi.-B

Figure 20. Two stage direct coupled feedback
amplifier.

ositive bias su

output

input

l

/'-,----

bias
supply

negative bias supply

Figure 21. Low driftd-c feedback transistor amplifier by Slaughter using
silicon transistors in a cascaded differential input circuit.
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41. Blecher, �. H., Transistor Circuits for Analag and Digital
Systems, Bell Telephone System Monogram 2612, 1956.
Laboratori•s developed the circuit for his dooterate thesis.
It is shown in Figure 22.

He states thats •In general tempera•

ture compensation of a transisto� direct current amplifier
requires selection and critical adjustments.

However, even

with the best adjustments, temperature compensation canno�
reduce amplifier drift to limits such as +- 5 millivolts through

a range of temperature from O degree centigrade to 50 degrees
centicrade.

To obtain a low drift an automatic zero set

(A & 5) circuit is used.•

'I'he ABS circuit consists of a

resistance summing network, a 400 cycle synchronous chopper,
and a tuned 400 cycle amplifier.

Any drift in the summinc

amplifier produces Yoltage Es at the output of the sW111Ding
network.

The chopper converts the voltage into a 400 cycle

signal which is feed into the tuned high cain alternating
current amplifier.

The sinusoidal output voltage is rectified

by the chopper and original polarity is preserved.

The rectified

voltage is filtered and fedback a• an additional input to the
summing ampliCier.

Drift is controlled to limits of± 3 milli-

volts Crom Oto SO degrees centigrade using this ABS circuit

as the Ceedback deviceo
No other direct current transistor amplifier circuits
with temperature compensation have been noted in the literature.

two
inputs

direct current
amplifier

output

tuned AC amplifier
( 400 cps)

synchronous
------.11 400
cycle
cho

er

Figure 22. Blecher'sd-c transistor amplifier with chopper stabilization.
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DESCRIPTION AND DEVELOPMENT OF A DC TRANSISTORIZED AMPLIFIER
As was noted in the introduction, this project was conducted with the cooperation of the Emerson Electric Manufacturing Company.

Therefore, the amplifier was developed to meet

a specific set of requirements.

'11lese specifications are

sufficiently rigid that the amplifier design procedures m•y be
used for many applications�

Before describing the amplifier,

the list of design:specifications will be presented.

These

requirements are: a direct current amplifier suitable for controlling push-pull servovalYe loads (1000 ohms, 1.0 henry each
side of center tap) or magnetic amplifier push-pull control
windings (appreximately same load as servovalve).

Quiescent

current in the load •hould be approximately five milliampere.
Current swing in each side for expected input signal• should
be zere to ten milliamperes or greater.

Gain should be equal

to, or greater than that required to preYide eight milliampere
differential current for an input signal of one volt rms tbreucb
a signal generator intei,nal impedance of 5000 ohms.

Desirable

features:
1.

A pair of terminals for inserting networks that can

be used to modify the frequen�y response charact•ristic.
2o

A relatively hieh impedance terminal for the intro-

duction of a single ended sienal to be added to or subtracted
from the input signal.
Measurements required for analysis of the circuit are:
lo

Static output currents (each side of push-pull load)

vs. input signal.
2.

Output current drift.
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(a}. Output current versus time for zero input signal
at room ambient temperature.
(b). Output current versus temperature.
).

Transient response (or frequency response).

•or satisfactory operation, the circuit is required to maintain
electrode bias and voltage gain at high temperatures of

100

decrees centigrade.
The design of a circuit that satisfies the specifications
will be discussed in the followinc pages.
block diacram of the amplifier.

�igure 2) is the

It oon$1sts of a differential

type input staee usinc a coDDon emitter connection.

Each side

of this stace is followed by a grounded collecter (emitter
follower) circuit.

This second set of stages drives the out-

put stage which cenaists of two cemmon emitter amplifier• Joined
by the center:tapped loado

'lbe output stage acts as if it were

a push-pull circuit since the differential amplifier acts in
this manner, see Figure 18.

A negative current feedback net-

work is provided from the output stage emitter to the input
stage base on each half of the amplifier.

Figure 24 is a

schematic diagram ef tbe direct c rrent amplifier in its final
state of development.

To arrive at this final result, a logical

approach was used in that each stage was examined as to its
function, as to its physical properties, and through the use of
desicn calculations.
THE INPUT STAGE
The choice of the type of input stace used was based upon
the factors of low drift, push-pull output, high input impedance, and the need for an auxiliary input signal to be added to

feedback
network

inpu t l

inpu t 2

emitter
coupled
differential
amplifier
stage

emitter
follower

emitter
follower
feedback
lr network

......__

--

grounded
emitter

grounded
emitter

I

Figure 23. Block diagram of the,Ji ;_ c transistor amplifier.
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Figure 2 4 . Complete schematic of the transistord-c amplifier.
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or subtracted from the main input signal.
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These factors re-

sulted in the choice of' a differential ampli�ier stage.
The literature previously reviewed indicated that the
input stage of' a direct current transistor amplifier is the
critical stage.

This is true as its variations are Ull)lified

mere than the variations of' the other stages.

Thus, the

differential amplifier havinc the property of rejecting co11111ton
mode signals will have small drift signals produced with cbanging temperature.

This will result in a stable amplifier.

The phase relations in a differential amplifier are
indicated in Figure 25.

The sicnal is applied at input terminal

number one with input terminal number two being crounded
through a resistance equal to the internal resistance of the
generator connected to terminal number one.

With this input

signal applied to the base of TR1, the phase difference ef

the •oltace• at the colleeter of TR1 and TR2 is 180 degrees•
.... · . .

· ... r.

This makes pessible the push-pull action of the

entire amplifier which is needed to actuate servovalves or
magnetic amplifiers with center tapped inputs.
Input ten11inal number two may serve as the auxiliary
terminal for injecting other infonaation, such as error sicnals
into the circuit when used in a·servo-mecbanism.
Assuming that the differential amplifier possesses the
necessary characteristics to meet the specifications, the next
step in the development will be a consideration ef the bias
stabilisation, the voltage gain, the current gain, power cain,
and the input and output impedances.
Yicure 26 is a schematic of the first stace• with quiescent
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Figure 25. Phase relations in the differential
amplifier.
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Figure 26. First stage schematic with Texas
Instruments 904 transistors. Selected
biases shown.

currents and voltages er the electrodes indicated.
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The power

supply potentials were picked to allow full usage or the

transistors power characteristic and also to allow usage of
larce load resistances in the collector circuit resulting in
high gain.

Two bias adJuat•ent controls are shown.

The

is used to balance the stages such that the
1
collector voltage of TR1 is e,ual to the collector voltage or
potentio••ter R

TR2• Such a control is needed to allow for the use of a
variety of transistors in this critical input stage. By equalizing the collector voltages of TR1 and TR2 and by matching
the load resistances of TR1 and TR2 to 11,, the currents drawn

through TR1 and TR2 will be essentially the sa•e for zero in
put sicnal. This is necessary if a null is to be obtained in
the push-pull output at zero input cond�tiona.

Th• other

control, R2 , is used to vary th• bias voltage on the coupled
emitters. This has the same effect as applying an input
signal to the base• which would cause ch�nges in the collector
currents and hence the collector Yoltage.

By uaing a2, the
collector potentials after being balanced by a , are set to
1
a Yalu• which will produce tbe desired balance quiescent
current in the output staces.

Since this is a direct current

amplifier, adjustments to the bias levels in tbe input stage
will aff"ect the bias levels in all cascaded stages of the
amplifier.

In order that bias level unbalances be small in

�he first stace of the amplifier, precision components or t%

tolerance were used and tbe transistors used were matched as
closely as possible.

Another important feature of the input

stac• bias is that the base electrode which is the input

ter•inal is biased to zero volts.

Therefore, the addition
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ef a signal generator with low internal impedance will not
result in disturbance of the bias.

However, when the sicnal

generator becins to supply current to the base, the potential
of the base will chance muc.h the same as the potential of the
grid of a vac.uum tube will change with signal.

By the use of

the resistors connectinc the bases to the positiYe and necative
45 volt power supplies and the controls R1 and R2, the bases
will be held at a bias of zero volts with no input sicnal.
Stabilisation of the .bias of the first stac• is of
importance as the chances in bias will be amplified and could
cause the output stage to become inoperatiYe.

Figure 2,

reveals that bias is stabilised in f•ur ways for the first
stages.
circuits.

First, these stages are emitter coupled differential
Such circuits reject common signals which would

indicate that chances in parameters as affected by temperature
(the common cause of bias variation) would occur in both TR1
and TR2 to tbe same extent. Thus, no unbalance would occur,

but the levels are permitted to change in such circuits.

To

maintain the selected bias levels the second stabilisinc
technique, that of a larc• emitter resistance is used to
proYide current degeneration, thus restraining the increase of
thermally produced saturation current.

It has been found

experi•entally that a value of emitter resistance comparable
to the load resistance will result in this acti•n•

Third,

the bases which are the input terminals and consequently the
most sensitive of the electrodes in this connection are operat
ed under fixed bias conditions, as bas been previously •entioned,
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Such practice maintains the '._·quiescent levels at room temperatures.

The final stabilizing technique employed is that of

negative current feedback from the output stac••

Such feed-

back tends to offset t.be thermal variations in the base eon(voltage base to ..1tter)
8E
and to the production of saturation current.
ductivity which was related to the v

Measurements of tbe drtft of the amplifier, included later,
verify the effectiveness ot these biasing procedures.

A

complete calculation of these biases by the standard methods
are included in Appendix III.
Other important aspects of the transistor amplifier are
the current, power and voltage gains.

References and previous

discussion indicated that the gain of a differential stac•
from either of the input terminals to �he output terminals
is equal to the gain of one transistor connected as a co111111on
emitter.

The gains of the common emitter amplifier were
42
determined through the use of relations given by Le.
42. L09 op. cit., P•
voltage gain,

13.

Kv =

Vt
Vl,c.

- o{ (.

current gain,
-

power gain,

Kp

=

A..(.

.,L--e,_

b

/l.,�
+ R L-

ll.a

(< 'A.,t,. -t[+ °'<. b l\d/{A.l-t �) J /\. e...

9f

IKvllK�\

The transistors used in the di£ferential amplifier were Texas
Instruments npn silicon 904 units.

The &Terace parameter
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values of these transistors may be summarized ast

Measured at room
temperature.

Using the above relations for gain and the averace values of
the parameters of the transistors, the voltaee gain is 60.3,

the current gain is 15, and the power gain is 906.

Each half

of the differential stage will have these gains if ube transistors are matched.

This is essential for linear operation

of the push-pull output stage.
Of major importance in a direct current transistor
amplifier are the impedance levels.

It is in this phase of

amplifier design that vacuum tubes and transistors differ.
The vacuum tube is a unilateral circuit impedance while the
transistor is a bilateral element.

The matching of sources

and loads to the input and output terminals of the transistor
is difficult as intrinsic transistor impedance levels are very
low compared to those of vacuum tubes.

This . has led to the
-

use of transformers most extensively in AC transistor amplifiers.

However, mere subtle means must be employed in direct

coupled circuits.

The relations for the input and output

resistances of a transistor are also civen by Lo for the
grounded emitter circuit.
input resistance,

\< \N

'Ibey are:
:::

y..t- S::. /\.� + ( \ 1-otcb

A.

,t,..

/\.J.,

I\�

) I\�

+K1...

output resistance, 0
"o

o(.c.b )
= (l'\.cl-tA�) (I + /\../\.�
,,t.-1- A � -t-R 3

It has been found by Krause4) that a resistance
4). Krause, op. cit., P•

Rg
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in series

24.

with the emitter electrode external to the transistor will
cause increased input and output resistances.

The values may

be computed by substituting the quantity r• +�for r 8 in
the above relations.

Using this approach in the input staces

the input resistance was calculated to be 11 1 000 ohms from
each base to ground and the output resistance was 60,000 ohms
from each collector to cround.

With this value of input

resistance a sicnal source of low impedance will not be
affected when connected to the base input terminal.
loading of the signal source will be negligible.

Therefore,

When this

amplifier is connected to the output 0£ a phase sensitive
detector, such precautions are necessary.

The same may be

true for a variety of electronic circuits which furnish the
input si"nal.
'nle output resistanee of the transistor in parallel with
the load resistance of 39,000 ohms becemes the source
impedance for the second stage.

Even though this is a large

generator resistance for transistor circuits, it can be
accoD11110dated.
Another factor which affects the operation of the input
stage with respect te voltage gain is the input impedance of
the second stage.

If the input impedance of the second stage,

the emitter follower, is of the same order of magnitude as
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the load resistance of 39,000 ohms, the voltage current and

power gains will be reduced due to loading of the first stage.
It is possible that this loading effect can reduce the gains
to values that cause a stage to be ineffective.

Therefore,

in the followinc discussion, attention will be directed to the
impedance levels in the second staces.
Recollecting briefly, the input staee provides a balanced,
variable level of bias for all the remaining stages which is
stabilized against temperature affects.

It also has a pair of

input terminals of relatively high impedance.

Application of

a signal to one of these inputs results in a differential output at the collectors which will be used to cause push-pull
action in the output stage.
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THE INTERMEDIATE (SECOND) STAGE

The second stage consists of a crounded collector (emitter
follower) circuit using Texas Instrument 904 transistors.
The primary purpose of incorporatine this stage into the
Such a

amplifier was to provide for impedance level matching.

circuit connection as shown in Figure 2? has the property of
a large input impedance and a low output impedance.

Lo

44

and

Krause45 state that the input resistance is given by:

44. Lo, op. cit., P•

1)•

45. Krause, op. cit., P•

24,.

Input resistance, R� (1 +OCcb) (RL + r 8 )

and the output resistance is given by:

Output resistance, R0 �(r8 ) + Rg + rb
1 + o<.cb
Usinc the averaae paramet•rs 0£ 904 type transistors, the value
of Ri equals 120,000 ohms and R0 e�uals 1025 ohms.

flle input

resistance ot 120,000 ohms does not load the first stace to a
creat extent which is th• desired situation.

The output

resistance 1025 ohms is in parallel with the resistance of
4?00 ohms used as the load resulting in a resistance of 840 ohms.
This low output resistance is needed to drive the medium power
transistors in the output stage as the power transistors
parameter levels are usually lower than the voltage amplifier
type of transistor.

Thus, a common collector stage acts as an

impedance level transformer or matcher.
One interesting feature of such a circuit is that there
is no phase reversal of the signal from input to output.

This
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+22 .5v

lma.
+5 .ov
��----�to base of
output stage
4. 7k

+5.0v

,,..-�-----4�to base of
output stage

l ma.
1'22.5v

Figure 27. Schematic of the second stage using
Texas Instruments 904 transistors.
Selected bias values shown.
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is true in all transistor circuits when signals enter at the
base and leave at emitter electrode.

Another note that might be made is that the veltage gain
of the stage is unity,while the current and power gains are
approximately 26.

The voltage gain is unity as base and

emitter potentials moYe together in this connection.

But

impedance level relations make possible the above current
and power gains.
Figure 2? also includes bias potentials and currents.
The only fixed bias potential is the 22.5 volts applied to
the collector.

This value being selected as less than max

imum rated collector to base potential and allowing the stage
to swing sufficiently so that the signal, as amplified by the
input stage, will not be distorted.

The level of base bias

is controlled by the first stage, being that 0£ the collector.
This bias is well stabilized.

The emitter electrode bias is

controlled by base bias and by the v8E which was shown to be

a function of temperature.

To control the action of this VBE'
negative current feedback from the output stage was used. The
variation of emitter electrode bias is slight.

The resistance

from emitter to ground is the load fer this stage and emitter
bias determines the current flowing in the load.

The voltage

base to emitter (v E) varies about .3 volts for a temperature
8
change of ?O degrees centigrade for silicon transistors. Such
a change will cause a
out feedback.

6% change in the emitter current with

With feedback the increase in this current for

an increased temperature was negligible.

Bias therefore, is

stabilized by the input stage and by the current feedback from

output to input.
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Reviewing the second stage, the points of

interest are the impedance matching function, no phase shift
of signal, unity voltage gain, and bias stabilisation.
OUTPUT STAGE
The output stage consists of a pair of Texas Instruments 951 silicon transistors each connected as a grounded
emitter amplifier and shown in Figure 28.

These transistors

are of the medium power variety, having a power handling
capability of 250 milliwatts each at 25 degrees centigrade.
The normal power in the load is 100 milliwatts.

This differ-

ence in power handling capacity of 500 milliwatts total and
actual power of 100 milliwatts to the load is necessary.

High

temperature operation of transistors results in a derating of
the power dissipation capabilities of the transistor.

Maximum

power dissipation at 150 degrees centigrade is given by the
manufacturer as

100

milliwatts per transistor.

This provides

sufficient margin for the circuit shown to operate at high
temperatures without endangering the transistors.
The output stage reacts to an input signal as if it were
connected in push-pull.

Such a result stems from the use of

differential amplifier input stage.

When properly balanced,

the waveforms produced in the load are excell•nt reproductions
and do not exhibit any CFossover distortion or peak clipping.
The biasing arrangement of the output stage is quite
flexible.

Consider only one-half of the output stage.

The

base bias is controlled by the level set control R2 of the
input stage. This control will set the quiescent collector
current to the exact values needed.

This base bias works in
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Figure 28. Schematic of the output stage using Texas
Instruments 951 transistors. Selected
bias values shown.

6 ,)r::.

is a
conjunction with the emitter electrode bias, as the V
BE
constant at constant temperature. The emitter resistance

(?60 ohms) and the bias voltage determine the collector current.
Figure 28 includes bias values of voltage and current.

When

the base voltage is 4.5 volts, the emitter voltage should be

4.o volts. A current of s.21 milliamperes through the 760
ohm resistor will give 4 volts from emitter to ground.

The

collector current ,can be :found from the expressions
1 c = IE - 1a
Base current (1 ) for the 951 transistors is about 200 micro8
amperes for this load and this emitter current of s.27 milliamperes.

Thus, the collector current is approximately S milli-

amperes using the above expression.

For other values of

collecter current in the vicinity of S m-illiamperes, the level
set control R2 will be capable o:f the change by varying the
base bias. However 9 if the amplifier is needed for application
where higher collector currents are used, then a change of
emitter resistance will allow larger collector and emitter
currents in the output stage, but will not affect the input
stage or the use of R2 as a fine adjustment. This is true if
the emitter to ground voltage is kept constant when changing
the emitter resistance.

The amplifier has been tested at

quiescent collector currents of 10 milliamperes to check this
feature.
The collector bias is direct from the power supply.

The

supply has a potential of 22 • .5 volts and with a S milliampere
current in the collectors through a 1000 ohm load there is a
potential of 17.� volts on the collectors with no signal.

The
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) is then 13 volts which
08
is about 30% of the maximum allowable value of 45 volts.
voltage from collector to base (v

There are two stabilization methods employed in the out
put stage.

First there is the current degeneration of the

emitter resistance and secondly the feedback trom output collec
tor to input base.

The merits of these techniques have been

discussed in the literature review.

The results of the above

methods are shown in the drift test measurements and the tem•
perature tests which follow.
The voltage gain of the output stage per side was cal
culated to be 1.33 for a pure resistive load of 1000 ohms.
The current gain was 26 and the power gain )4.4.

The gain of

the output stage is controlled by the emitter resistance.
Frequency response curves for the amplifier with pure resistive
and combination inductive resistive loads are included later.
The maximum input voltage (generator internal voltage) was 3.5
volts rms resulting in an output voltage across the entire load
of 23 volts peak to peak without distortion.

This is far in

excess of the required voltage swings, therefore, linearity
should be good in the normal operating situation.
In such an amplifier used to drive servovalves and mag
netic amplifiers, the current gain is much more important.
The above devices are not voltag

controlled, but rather

required current inputs for actuation.

Current gain is a

property of the transistors and of the level of collector
current in the transistor.
independent of temperature.

It has been shown to be relatively
Thus, the stabilizing features

controlling bias also maintain the current gain.
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STABILIZATION OF THE AMPLIFIER AS A UNIT

By using feedback, recommended in articles by Stanton,
Storm, Hirtreiter and Greatbatch, and Slaughter, the bias
levels may be stabilized for the unit.
feedback paths are shown.

In Figure 24 the
\,

Each side of the amplifier has

identical feedback systems so a description of one set of the
feedback components will be made.
•current type" negative feedback is used to link the bias

or the emitter in the output stage to the bias or the base
in the input stage.

These bias levels are essentially the

same under quiescent conditions and only when the levels
change with respect to one another, will current flow through
the feedback p•th which will tend to return these points in
the circuit to the same level.

Without this overall direct

current feedback path, the amplifier bias was unstable and
drifted rapidly.
The secondary function of the feedback from output to
input is to control the gain of the amplifier.

With a 25,000

ohm variable resistance the voltage gain range is from 1.1 to
20.

A gain o:f 2.82 is the minimum required in the previously

given specifications.

This return path also is effective

for signal feedback until the reactance of the load becomes
such that current feedback is no longer affective due to
large phase shift between voltage and current.
To present a mathematical treatment and calculated data
for the transistorized amplifier with feedback is not possible.
Lyons states,

•or

course, it would b�· desirable to obtain a

rather simple expression showing gain (either current or
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voltage} as a function of temperature, and it would also be
desirable to show that DC level is a specific function of

temperature; but so far, no such simple expression has been
obtained.

From the complexity of the problem, which includes

essentially non-linear elements, it looks unlikely that any
expression showing accurately the dependencies upon temperature can be found•.

The next best approach is to use the best

stabilizing methods and detek-mine the temperature relation for
the amplifier by experimental means and display the results 1n
graphical form.

This has been done and will be presented in

the following section on measurement• and data.
Before proceeding to the results, a few co111111ents are in
order on other factors which·are important advantages of such
an amplifier.

There are four major regions in which this type

of device excels.

The weight, the space, the total power in-

put, and the efficiency.

If·miniature potentiometers are

used, the total weight of the transistorized amplifier will be
less than the weight of the two twin triode miniature vacuum
tubes and components in the conventional design.

The weight

of the two tubes is greater than the six transistors and also
smaller wattage resistors are used in bias circuits in the
transistor amplifier.

Actual figures are not available, but

logical thinking results in such a conclusion as to the
weight advantage.

The size of the transistors is much less

than that of the tubes and space requirements will be less.
The total power input to the transistor amplifier is one-third
the power required for the filament supply of one tube.

Total

power input for the transistorized amplifier is 630 milliwatts.
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The output power is 100 milliwatts yielding an overall efficiency
The total input power to the vacuum tube unit is 6.6

of 16%.

watts with 100 milliwatts useful output for an overall efficiency
of 1 • .5%.

When used in portable applications or in aircraft,

the associated power supply for these units are important factors.

Thus, the transistor amplifier has less power supply

requirements and associated relative decrease in power supply
capacity, size and weight.

In aircraf't the rule of' thumb has

been an additional pound of power supply necessitates 1? pounds
of additional airframe weight.
RESULTS OJ' TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS.
Tests conducted to examine the amplifier were of two typesi
(1) those f'or a measure of stability or drift, and (2) those
concerned with gain, frequency response, and input voltage
versus output current which are amplification properties.
The stability of the amplifier was checked

by

the follow-

ing meansi
1.

Drift 0£ the output current at room temperature versus

time with no input signal.
2.

Change 0£ output current and balance of the output

currents versus temperature with no signal.
).

Gain versus temperature.

The drift of the output current at room temperature
versus time with no input signal is tabulated in Table

II.

The measurements of the output current were made by measuring
the voltage drop across the 1000 ohm load resistance.

At

five milliamperes the drop was five volts and this was used
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as the initial condition.

A battery having a nominal poten-

tial of four and one-half volts was connected in series with
the vacuum tube voltmeter se that relative readings could be
ma.de and read on a sensitive scale.

To plot Figure 29, the

difference was taken between relative readings and subtracted
from five milliamperes to obtain the actual collector current
at each time.

flie output current decreased with time; so

results were net as bad been expected, since with time the
internal temperature of the transistor should rise and cause
increased current.

This led to an investigation of the power

supply which consisted of heavy duty dry cell batteries.

A

simulated load test of these batteries was made for an equal
period of time with voltage being recorded.
presented in Table III.

This data is

To accurately measure the small

changes in potential of the batteries, another battery having
the same nominal potential was placed in series with the
vacuum tube voltmeter.

Therefore, the voltage difference

between the battery under load and the battery 'used in the
measuring circuit was recorded.

The initial absolute pot·ential

of the battery under test was 22.5 volts.

The variation of

this potential over a period of time is shown in Figure 30.
Values for this curve were obtained by relating the relative
readings to the initial Yalue of 22.5 volte.
ity of Figures 29 and 30.

Note the similar

It is possible to reason that the

decreased potential applied to the second stage and the output
stage caused the decrease of the collector currents.

In

order to relate the change in supply voltage to the change
in collector current it is necessary to use the collector
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Table II. Data for the· drift of collector current
of the output stage at room temperature.
-

Temperature in
degrees C.

Time in hours Meter reading

(relative)

o.o

25.0

24.3

0.5

1.0
2.0

24.5
24.J
2).5

2.5
3.0
3.5
4.5
6.o
?.O

24.5
24,.4
23.4

22.5
25.0
25.0
25.0

a.o

8.5
9.0
9.5

25.0
25.0

25.0

10.0
20.0
21.0
22.0

23 .1

25.8

24.0
23 .a

23.0

24.7

24.0

..

0.290
0.252

0.236

0.217

0.194

0.285
0.255

0.210
0.169
0.18$
0.167

0.162
0.156

0.149
0.143

-0.052

-0.035
-0.065

-0.062

-o .063

ti)

6

ctj
•1""1

�

,-{
-,-f

8

s::
......

.,c
(1)

,....

�

:,

u

'-1
0
.>

u

a,

5.0

L. .9

4.8
4.7

4.6

4.5

r--i

rl

0

u

0

4

g

12

16

Hours of operation at room temperature

20

24

Fi�Jre 29. Drift of collector current in the output stage with time.
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t·ble III. Data for the drift of the battery
power supply under simulated load.

Time in
hours

o.o

0.0

o.s

1.0

1.5

2.0
2.;

3.0

4.0

4.5

,.;

5.0

s.,
6.0

10.0
10.5
11.5

12.0

24.0

Voltage

(relative)

Temperature
.

(no � Temperature
0.53 l oa
. ·� for this
0.71
te,t was
0.77

o.a1

0.86
0.92

0.96
1.00
1.06
1.09
1.12
1.14,
1.15
1.30
1.31
1.33

c·onatant. at

25 · degrees
centigrade.

· 1.35
1.71
I

22.5
Q)
bD
�
...>

22.0

� 21.5
0

>

0

4

8
12
Hours under simulated load

16

20

Figure JO. Potential variation of battery power supply with time.
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characteristic curves.

Since the change in supply voltage was

about five percent, it was impossible to accurately use the
curTes and.�reach a definite conclusion.

All logic, however,

pertaining to transistor operation would tend to indicate the
supply as the major source of drift rather than the amplifier.
The drift ef the output current for the twenty-four hour
period was 0.35 milliamperes which comprises a change of seven
percent.

This drift would not affect the operation or the

amplifier.
The test of tbe effect of temperature on �he transistor
direct current amplifier is considered to be indicative of''.
the stability of the circuit as a unit.

The data for cellec-

tor current versus temperature is pres•nted in Table IV and
plotted in Figure 31.

The current in the output stac•

increases with temperature but the rate of increase is not
exponential as would be expected with ..:no stabilization.

Such

changing currents with temperature would not impair the
operation of servovalves or magnetic amplifiers unless •aturation of the core would be caused by the increased current.

Th•

overall change in total current was 11% for a change of temperature of 90 degrees centigrade.

Compare this result to Figure

2 for the significance of this test on the stabilized amplifier.
Also in Table IV and Figure 31, data is presented to
illustrate the balanced effects that occur in a differential
feedback: amplifier.

As was stated in the previous paragraph

the magnitude of collector current is not critical, however,
the balance of the output collector currents is essential to
obtain a null output for zero input signal at high temperatures.
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Table IV. Data of drift of output currents and
their dependence on temperature.

Temperature

degrees

25

.30

35
40
45
50

55

65

70

75
80
85
90
95
100
105
110

c.

in

Collector

-

current A

_.._._..... .............-....... �--.,.--.---....
....

5.00
5.00
5.00

5.00

5.07
5.10
5 .20
5.20

5.30
5.35
5 .,... 5
5.50

5 .60

5.70
5.75
5.80

5.85
5.95

Colle·ctor
current B

----

5.00
5.00
5.00

5.00
5.02

5.07
5.13
5.13
5 .H!
5.15
5.19
5.13
5.24
5.26
5.27
5.13

5 .16
5.20

--

side A

� 6
L.

Q)

a.

E

ro

5

E

c

+J

c

side B

�

l
_j

Q)
L.
L.

::J

u
s...

0
..>
c...,

CL>
r-i

�
0

(.)

3
2
1
0

20

40

6o

80

100

120
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Figure )1 shows that the amplifier has a good balance with
changing temperature with the unbalance being 5.9% at 110

degrees centigrade of the total output current of 11 •1111amperes.

Introducing more internal gain into the amplifier

by adding an additional pair of low level transistors, would
reduce this unbalance.

However, the above results would be

satisfactory for most application,, unless a perfect null ia
desired.

A shift in the null point of the output could be

corrected by an error signal feedback in a servo or magnetic
amplifier system if necessary.
Table V and Figure 32 contain information regarding the
voltage gain of the amplifier as tbe temperature is varied.
The gain did not vary as was expected.

This conclusion can

be reached by examining Figure Sb for the variation of 0(
with temperature.
In Figure 33 •�• the results of the frequency response
test for a pure resistive load.

The response was flat until

the cutoff frequency of the transistor was reached at about
600 kilocycles.

Figure 34 presents the frequency response

for an 1 inductive load in the output circuit.

Although tbe

voltage gain increases at higher £requencies, the current
gain remains essentially censtant.

The servovalYe and mag-

netic amplifier being current driven devices would not be
affected by the change in voltage gain.

However, for servo

system use, some cerrective network should be inserted in
the amplifier circuitry to compensate for the inductance of
the load if geod response of the �ystem is desired.
1.b• final test result is that of Figure 35, showing the
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Table � Voltage gain versus te�perature

Voltage gain
Temperature in
degrees centigra tie

JO

2.85

2.85
2.85

35
40

2.85
2.85

45
50

2.85
2.85

55
60

2.85

65

2.$5

70

2.85
2.85

75
80

2.85
2.85

85

90

2.85
2.85

95
100

2.85
2.85

105

110
- ·- .

± 3%

J

l

0

JO

50

70

Temperature in degrees centigrade

90

110

Figure 32. Voltage gain versus temperature.( Gain measured differentially.)
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Figure 33. Frequency response with a Fesistive load of 1000 ohms.
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Figure 34. Frequency response of the amplifier with a load of 1,000 ohms
resistance in series with an inductance of one henry.
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Figure 35. Differential action (push-pull) in the output stage.
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input signal versus output currents.

This data substantiates

the claims made in the literatµre concerning linearity and
the illustration of push-pull action from a single input
signal, such as was shown in Figure 18.
The voltage gain range of the amplifier with a 25,000
ohm variable feedback resistor was from 1.1 to 20.

At the

required minimum voltage gain of 2.82 the maximum input
signal was 3.5 volts rms and the output voltage was 23 volts
peak to peak without distortion.

Thus, the amplifier will

accept unusually heavy inputs with respect to design require
ments before causing distortion.
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CONCLUSIONS

A direct current transistor amplifier can be designed
to operate over a wide range of temperature.

In order te

do so silicon transistors having small saturation currents
are recommended.
The input stage of the amplifier must have the best
stability of any of the stages since its variations are
amplified most.

The differential amplifier circuit is very

successful as an input stage as it rejects common mode
changes in the transistors and the circuit components.

With

careful matching of transistors the drift of the stage will
be negligible.
Special biasing techniques are essential in such designs.
The author feels that temperature sensitive elements used in
the bias circuits would be most beneficial.

Combinations of

voltage and current feedback in individual stages and for
complete amplifiers result in improved stability.
The amplifier was tested and the following conclusions
were reached:
(1).

The bias levels change due to saturation current.

(2).

Such changes in bias levels can be controlled by

using the techniques discussed.

The amplifier will be able

to operate at high temperatures.
(3).

The drift of the output current with respect to

time was negligible and did not hinder operation.
(4).

The change in output current with respect to tem

perature did not affect the null or balance of the output.
(5).

The change in output current with respect to tem-

perature did not become excessive; thus operation of the
circuit was normal at high temperatures.
(6).

The frequency response was flat to 500,000 cycles

per second for a resistive load.
(?).

The Crequency response was flat to 10,000 cycles

per second for an inductiYe load.

The servovalve which con

stitutes this load has a response of 300 cycles per second;
so this is an adequate amplifier response range.
(8).

The linearity of such a circuit is excellent.

(9).

Tbe voltage .and current gains are independent of

temperature.
When compared to the vacuum tube circuit for the same
application, this transistor amplifier has lighter weight,
smaller size, lower power consumption, and equal or better
performance at high temperatures (data on tbe vacuum tube
circuit furnished by the Emerson Electric Manufacturing Company).
Therefore, the design of a stable transistor direct current
amplifier is possible and practical.
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SUMMARY
Direct current transistor amplifiers are sensitive to
temperature, in that I

, the saturation current, and the
co
direct current input conductance of t.be transistors are shown
to vary with temperature.

Also, the internal resistances of

the semiconductor are shown to depend on temperature.
Unless stabilized by special circuitry, the effects of
temperature may cause the circuits 'to become inoperativeo
Stabilizing techniques using feedback, temperature sensitive
elements, and special circuit configurations are presented.
A review of the basic biasing eptions is included with a
discussion of bias stability.

Stability factor derivations

are used to determine the ·merits of the biasing procedures.
Three designs of direct current transistor amplifiers
are included from the literature.
A direct current transistor amplifier which uses the
stabilizing techniques is described and analyzed.

It ls in-

tended for application in servo systems having elements with
center tapped control windings.
Test data is included which indicates the stable performance of the transistor direct current amplifier at high
temperatures.
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APPENDIX I - ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE ON THE
DIRECT CURRENT INPUT CONDUCTANCE AND BASE
SATURATION CURRENT.
Using Giacolleto•s46 expression for the transfer character-

46. Giacolleto, op. cit., P•

4.

istic and assuming the collector current to be much greater
than the collector saturation current,

where
IC = direct current collector current

I85

=

direct current base saturation current

gBE = base to emitter direct current conductance coefficient

A=

q/'d

q

=

charge of carrier

k

=

Boltzmann's constant

T

= absolute temperature

VBE = direct current base to emitter voltage

rar1= internal base lead resistance collector to base
O< c. b:: amplification factor
I8

=

direct current base current

The direct current conductance coefficient, gB ' is highly
E
sensitive to temperature. This is due to changes in conduc•
tivity of pure semiconductor material,Cl, and that of impure
semiconductor material,(1, used in the base of the transistor.
The direct current conductance coefficient is proportional to
2
q-"1 /fi>• With respect to temperature,

e- ea-
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IKT

T -3/1v
where E:.g is the energy gap of the material. Then at a tem
perature AT degrees higher than room temperature To, the
direot current conductance becomes

where (g) To and (g) To+A.T are values of gBE at temperatures
To and To+ AT respectively. :ror germanium the gBE increases
ten percent per degree centigrade above room temperature.

'lbe base saturation current, I85, which is due to ther

mally generated carries in the base, is also very sensitive
to temperature. It is proportional to�i 2 + q-b. This means
that at temperature higher than room temperature the base

saturation current will be given by the expression

(Ies )To+�T =

(.:Ces) To e. (

E

i

/-kTo 't.

+

Sf'?- Tu)� T

With a saturation current of four microamperes at 25 degrees
centigrade, a typical germanium alloy junction transistor
would have a base saturation current of one milliampere at
one hundred degrees centigrade.

Silicon with a higher energy

gap has base saturation currents of four tenths of a micro•
ampere at twenty-£1ve degrees centigrade and oC twenty to
fiCty microamperes at

150

degrees centigrade.
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APPENDIX II - STABILITY FACTORS

Shea4; has introduced the concept of a stability factor
4?. Shea, op. cit., P•

3.

as an indication of bias stabilization.

The factor 5 relates

the variation of the collector current to the variation of I 00 ,

the saturation current.

In symbolic form:

This appendix contains original derivations of the stability factors for the bias circuits shown in Figures 9, 10, 12
and 13.

For stable operation the numerical value of 5 should

be as small as possible while maintaining a reasonable value
of supply voltage and power dissipation in the stabilizing
resistances.
Since I00 the base generated saturation current depends
on the temperature, this stability factor will be an indication of the performan.ce of' the circuits at high temperatures.
The following assumptions were made in the calculations:
( 1) •

(2).

VBE � 0

V O ::/:= f(Ico>
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For Figure nine the stability factor is
found by the foll9wing relations:

I·c - I c. o

Ie ==

o<.

( 1)

c. B

( 2)
( J)

substituting (1) into (3)

-[(r:;,}� )R� +
0

.Ic

R._ + Ve_ == o

rearranging

I c.

-=

S:::

Ve

I co ( Re

Rs - o<.c.e . R'- ) + Rs - R�

aI,

d Ic.o

Ra

Rs - <><c.e R'-

from ( 2)

p

. '\. L.

� :ls_ +
I (..

B.L
c,( C..8

I"-'

R,
c;.( ( �

Re
o( C..8

>> .Y.::._
L:.

Therefore Sis very large and the stability of
the fixed bias stage is poor.
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For Figure 10, the self bias system, the
stability factor is :
(l)

I L = I F ...

( z)

(3)
.J F

..L cc,

( 4)

substituting (4) into (2)
+-

I

-.)( (.8

j

rearranging

·

_J_ (.

c:
,...,,

s
s

·-·

I \...--.,

ji1

1\4·--)�
\.

.:,(' �8

L

� . Le.,.

:;, I<:. c

CJ,(._ r

•··

._ c-

J

=

';_

+

-·- ··- ;....

-:-· c -.-] R
-�' .,

l

�-C.E r<,F _J

:.:

I
-r
j

.

'·

\_

')

[_p

'::>(<..a

R_Lkc __ -r- \ ______

( � c. e + \ -� rc2 ... i-.::. �

L

-t-

+- !

is small and the stability is good.

+ _·f
�.c e

-J- . -

R.

t_
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For Figure 12 the stability fac.tor was found from
the following relations:,
(I)
(2)

RI
F F -E

( J)

using ( 2)

4Ic ==· E - Vt, -lERE
RL

substituting (1) into the above

I c.. :. Ic.. R\.... - RFI F
R l...

l� P.,E +

R. L._

reducing

=

IF l�F +- I.ERE
substituting (3)
E

? ....l.
T t:.
·-

.... .I

Re

-

\....,

z

REf c (1 +-

s

d1.
--c..

This

I )

o( <.. B

dlco

-i

I�oj

�C..B

olc..B+ I

is a good stability factor.

=-p

E

pL

For Figure 13 the relations are:

I,.·:

RE

.......
C-

:.-:::

V(.

.I� RF4

-=

,,.__ =

I ( \) �
o·

( _. ..

:::t ..JT

(1)
._

+.

RF

(2)

i:. .

(J)

I r= �-== e, +IA

( 4)

from ( 2)

x (. ::;;

- 'I.......:

-

I·-· P·t:. • ,t::.

..
R ..._

E

+-

'L

substituting (3), (4) and (1)
Ic

= I ( � -1) + L: [rr:fl(-�
�,\ _ &j\+KA ) R � )
-R �
'-

.

substituting for Ia and IE and rearranging

._) ..•·. :;._

,

I

-

-,

\/

D.

'

l+E

f;,.:- - "''I..)\\ .,. �t: ' - RE.

..... ..-·. \.
----

--

assume
,--

RC

�=-·-

r
,,..
. r·. :-

- i< .

. ,... J
-=*.. --··---------------..
-',,:;
\ I :- � , "' . :.. � . '. ·. ... -·"' ; ·1- R = \. -•, . � . '
)•

,

! .... r:-

·'

•

-

- ·� ..•• #

--
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If for example, ·

5

�-

t·

3

If

RL

s-

+

.c,< <"..•.;,
......
....

_

,o

RE

I l ol c.6

This is an excellent stability factor. If R1 is
les� than RF, the stability decreases.

APPENDIX III - ANALYSIS OF BIASES
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The biases on the elements of the transistors are dicta
ted by the specifications of the static and dynamic perfor
mance required.

1he following facts were considered in choos

ing the bias:
(1).

Required swing ef the output current

(2).

Gain of each stage (needed to set the voltage

from collector to base).
(3).

The signal generator is a low impedance device

and will be directly connected to the input�
(4).

A dir•ct current feedback loop enclosing all stages

is used for stability.
(5).

The first stage will require bias stabilisation.

(6).

Controls for bias level and balance of the amplifier

are needed to allow for the use of various transistors.
(7).

The ratings of the transistors used.

Using the aboTe facts, the biases were selected by starting at
the output of the ampli£1er and working back to the input
keeping input conditions in mind and so choosing supplies and
resistances to maintain the desired impedance levels and gain.
The setting of the biases is much more difficult in transistor
direct current amplifiers than in the vacuum tube counter
part since the transistor has bilateral circuit properties.
Figure 28 is the schematic of the output stage showing
quiescent current in each of the transistors to be five milli
amperes as required.

A supply voltage of twenty-two and one

half volts was used to obtain a voltage at the collectors of

seventeen and one-half volts.
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This prevents the peak inverse

voltage from exceeding the transistor rating of forty-five
volts.

The base voltage was selected as four and one-half volts

allowing thirteen volts from collector to base which prevents
clipping of the output at maximum input signal or maximum
differential action of the currents in the output stage.

The

emitter voltage was set at four volts giving a voltage from
base to emitter of one-half volts.

The emitter current is

equal to the sum of the base and collector currents.

In this

case the emitter current equals five and two-tenths milliamperes.
The base current which corresponds to the collector voltage and
the collector current is found on the characteristics of the
transistor using the load line in a manner similiar to the
determining of the grid bias in vacuum tubes circuits.
base current amounted to 200 microamperes.

This

An emitter resistor

of '760 ohms to ground will provide the corren·t voltage at the
emitter.

Each of the transistors is biased thusly.

The intermediate stage is not a gain stage, but is used as
an impedance matching unit 9

This connection is called a ground

ed collector or emitter follower (cathode follower).

A collec

tor voltage of twenty-two and one-half was chosen as it is
less than the rating and will be large enough to allow varia
tions in ba5e and emitter potentials vith signal.

A collector

current of' one and one-tenth milliampere was chosen to obtain
the emitter biasing needed.

The emitter current vas 1.16 milli

amperes ef which 200 microamperes was sent as base bias to
the output transistor.

The remaining 0.96 milliamperes passes

through the emitter resistance.

A resistance of 4?00 ohms

gives an emitter bias of four and one-half volts which is
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the same as the voltage of the base of' the output stage to
which it connects.

The base voltage of the second stage is,

therefore, five volts resulting in seventeen and one-half
velts between collector and base.

The second stage is shown

in Figure 217.
The second base connects directly to.the collector of
the input stage which means that the bias on the first collect
or must be five volts. (See figure 26.) 'lbe input base bias
was set at zero volts to allow the direct connection of a
low impedance signal generator to the input terminal without
any disturbance of the direct current levels.
to base voltage is five volts.

The collector

The emitter po-tential is

minus one-half volt and the base current is fifty micro
amperes as found on the transistor characteristics.

Using

these facts it is possible to choose a bias supply and the
bias resistors.
was used.

A supply of plus and minus forty-five volts

The first stage collector current of 1.025 milli

amperes when passed through a resistance of 39,000 ohms will
cause a drop of forty volts setting the collector potential to
the desired value of five volts.

The emitters are commonly,.

connected to a fixed 20 9 000 ohm resistor in series with a

s,ooo

ohm variable resistor which is attached to the minus

forty-five volt supply.

The five thousand ohm variable

resistor is u••d to adjust the levels in all of the direct
coupled stages.
base.

The critical biasing is that of the input

rnstability of the bias for this element will be

amplified more than any other variation in the amplifier.

Therefore, a
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biasing arrangement is used to £ix the potential

on this element.

See Figure 26.

the 40,000 ohm and the

4,ooo

The current passing through

ohm resistances in series is

1.155 milliamperes of W'hich fifty naicroamperes is base bias
current.

The remaining current of 1.105 milliamperes passes

through the other resistors to the negative torty-fiye volt
supply.

The current through these biasing resistors is

essentially constant even with an input signal.

Therefore,

the potential at the base does not vary �ore than a few tenths
of a volt.

A balance control ia included in the base circuit

(the 10,000 ohm variable resistor) to make possible the use
of transistors which do not draw the same amount of base
current for the desired collector current. (This would be due
to a difference in the current gain of the individual units
which might be in a range from a gain of ten to a gain of fifty).
It has been able to match up all random pairs of transistors
used.
Figure 24 illustrates the connection 0£ the negative feedback loop.

The feedback resistor is connected between points

of equal potential at no signal.
is zero.

Thus, the c�rrective current

If the currents change from the chosen values, these

potentials will no longer be t.he same and current will flow to
offset the variation.

By feeding back over the three stages

a large current gain is obtained such that a small current
being fedback will be amplified for better corrective action.
The feedback originates at the emitter of the output stage
vbicb is at a potential of four volts and terminates in the
input base circuit at a point of equal potential obtained by
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the use of a divider.

The phase relations in the amplifier

are such that this connection provides negative feedback.
The resistance between the feedback point and the input
base is

4,ooo

ohms which is comparable to the signal genera

tor impedance.
It should be mentioned that the above discussion is for
one-half of the amplifier in that there are two similiar
paths in the amplifier circuitry.

Also, only resistors of

1% tolerance were used in the biasing circuits to obtain the
desired potentials.

Resistors or 5% and to% tolerance cannot

be used in a direct coupled amplifier with the potentials of
the supplies above about ten volts.
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